
The Quarken Wakes 

 
"Professor Starling, we're ready when you are" called the teckie. "It's all set on line two and 
Johnson is asking if you'll look in on this one, we're completely stumped." 

 
"I'll be there in ten." he responded polite as he ever was, but not a man to waste words. To 
waste them would distract from his thinking time and that might mean that that his time on 
earth was reduced by that exquisite fraction that meant he would not achieve his goal. 

 
Ever since his schooldays he had been like this when his interest had been awoken in science, 
not by the tedium of the chemistry or physics lab, but by the British science fiction writer 
John Wyndham. He had read and reread The Day of the Triffids but his favourite remained, 
as always, ‘The Kraken Wakes’. The anti-matter particle, which was the subject of his life's 
work had been named the Quarken as a sort of pun between its parent opposite - the Quark 
and Wyndham's Kraken. 

 
And now it was in sight - literally. The new particle analyser could pick up the traces 
resulting from the collisions that were produced at the end of the accelerator and turn out a 
computer generated image that was better than anything the Americans or CERNE could 
produce. The unravelling of the nature of anti-matter was just a matter of time. 

 
Starling's success at Cambridge had come, not from following scientific method but from the 
source of all great scientific discoveries - inspiration and intuition - a realisation that here or 
there was a new possibility that had not yet occurred to anyone else. He based his ethos on a 
quaint mixture of eastern and western philosophies, having been greatly influenced by 
Oppenheimer and the Los Alamos project. Oppenheimer had named the first bomb "Trinity" 
after the Hindu Gods: Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. Starling thought the choice significant and 
had wondered why Oppenheimer had not gone simply for Shiva - the Destroyer. Starling’s 
researches had taken him into eastern philosophies and the result was a blend of science and 
occult that no-one but he recognised or acknowledged. 

 
All of his major advances had come during sleep, meditation or out of the blue - you know 
that feeling you get - "I wonder where that came from?" Starling had long given up on his 
colleagues in the physiological and psychological sciences who continued to insist that they 
would soon unlock the secrets of the brain. His belief was that it was simply the receiver of 
messages and controller of the physical body. 

 
Unable to get time on the CERNE accelerator he looked for alternatives and just as the 
personal computer had revolutionised its field he had produced a particle accelerator that 
would fit in a lab instead of underneath a whole mountain. The concept was elegant and 
simple and it revolutionised particle physics as every physics department with $2m to spare 
could own one. The accelerator itself was cheap but the devices that they used to record the 
particle tracks had not kept pace and they were now developing this alongside their original 
research into the Quarken. 

 
Today, as they had every day for the last ten weeks, they would accelerate a charged particle 
to within a fraction of light speed and crash it into a target particle suspended in a magnetic 
fluid. As the particles broke, fleeting glances of their constituents could be caught on 
photographic film - at least that was how it had been done. The trouble with film was that it 
was two dimensional and this was where Starling had aimed his next major advance. The 
nature of the Quarken would be his as soon as he had the new three-dimensional analyser 
working and correlated. But first they had to solve this little bug that the teckie had 
discovered. 

 
The apparatus was based on holding the target particle in a magnetic field which was steady 
and continuously recorded in three dimensions by remote devices that did not themselves 



disturb the field. When the accelerated particle hit the target the changes in the magnetic field 
were recorded and this was used to track the resulting particles. The computer enhanced 
results were providing a new look at the meaning of matter - or at least one small piece of it - 
the Quarken. 

 
The lab technician and his assistant sat beside the optical viewer which was the only opening 
into the collision chamber. This was used to set up the physical components before each test. 
Like a laser the whole operation used only low power and it was possible to watch the 
collision through the porthole eyepiece. From the size and colour of the minute impact you 
got a feel for the quality of the run. They decided to run the experiment and Starling would 
add his observations to his assistants' to see if they could iron out the bug before going home. 
The problem was that the resultant particles were not tracking where they should and this was 
making it difficult to pick out the Quarken from the background. 

 
"I've tried a new setting on the target angle and we appear to have lost the particle 
completely," said the assistant, "neither of us can see it on the analysis afterwards. Perhaps 
you could look?" 

 
Starling put his eye to the viewer, fine tuned the focus, and then gently pressed the start 
button. The emitter came to life and, within seconds, the accelerator warmed up, the green 
light came on and he initiated the fire sequence. He saw a small orange flash within the target 
area and the particles split as expected. However, instead of the Quarken streaking out beyond 
the target area it shot at right angles into the eyepiece, through the optics, through Starling's 
eyeball and into his skull where the soft spongy tissue of his brain halted its progress and his 
great mind absorbed its full impact. 

 
"I just had a thought," he said, turning to his colleagues. 

 


